CDC Learning Connection and CDC Train: Online Education from the CDC
https://www.cdc.gov/learning/
https://www.train.org/cdctrain/
The CDC Learning Connection website states that it’s for public health education
and is obviously designed for people who work in public health and have a public
health background. But there are also online education tools here for that we
librarians can avail themselves of. And of course you may have customers working
in public health or medicine or are studying for those professions. There are
several places on the Learning Connection website where we can access these
many, many sources of free online learning from CDC, other federal agencies, and
CDC’s federally funded partners such a state and city health departments.
The Featured Learning Opportunities are their currently training highlights
The Hot Training Topic on opioids has been the featured training for months now
and will continue to be the featured training.
Let’s look at homepage features –

About CDC Learning Connection contains a good summary of what Learning
Connection does –

Continuing Education – there are three websites here from which we can access
free accredited courses presented by CDC staff that comes with CE credits –

CDC Laboratory Training (aka “CDC Lab”) is lab training from CDC staff only. Users
have a choice of webinars or “eLearning” modules that include actual lab
exercises.

Its home page currently has 17 training ops that CDC is featuring. When you open
any of them you’ll get additional information about them –

Click “Register Now” and set up a free account or log in to your existing account
to begin working through the eLearning modules or watch its webinar.
We’ll return to CDC Train.
TCEO (Training and Continuing Education Online) is also online training from CDC
staff that provides CE credits. You have to register for a free account to use it. In
addition to webinar and eLearning it also includes live training. Here is its
homepage –

To find training ops click Search, then I suggest you next click Browse for an A –Z
list; these are 68 courses for the letter “h” –

The key icon above is best explained by its FAQ entry –

I would have had to sign in within TCEO to be able to enter my code number. Here
is the reason TCEO uses this code: TCEO is an online CE system –

Not every course require this key; CE trainers decide this.
Here are additional examples of TCEO courses –

NOW SOMETHING ABOUT PASSWORDS: the password that you will
create to use CDC Laboratory Training will work in CDC Train and vice

versa, but to use TCEO you’ll need to create a new password.
CDC Train You need to create an account to use CDC Train or have a
CDC Lab account. CDC Train has the greatest number and largest variety
of training opportunities not only CDC staff, but from health
professionals in other federal and state agencies and other federally
funded CDC partners across our nation, of all the choices on the entire
CDC Learning Connection website. Example: most state health
departments are suppliers of content. CDC Train calls these and other
contributors “providers”. You will probably find CDC Train to be more
useful than either CDC Lab or TCEO. There is certainly more training on
CDC Train than in CDC Lab or TCEO. CDC Train is also linked on right
page of the Learning Connection homepage. Let’s look at its homepage-

There are four tools on the left screen for us to learn –
Course Catalog – There are currently 4,124 training opportunities here.
You can click the empty “Search Train” box to get them all, or search for
them –

Click this icon to save your search:
searches:

Click this icon to see your saved

When you save a search you have this option:

You can also search for training by these filters –

These are the Advanced Options:

Organization: search by name of an organization
Credit Type: if you don’t fit into either existing CE systems such as CME,
PACE, CEM or AAFP (there are many more professional acronyms
here, including some specific to one state) or into such professions as
Paramedics, Pharmacists, or Social Workers, you can choose the
general categories of “Academic Credit” or “Certificate of
Attendence”.
Audience: from Biostatisticians to Lactation Consultants
Distance: for in-person trainings (but the emphasis of CDC Train is
online training)
Your Learning – this records what you’ve watched or attended:

Here’s a typical entry from “Your Transcript” within my record –

Calendar – in “Filters” you’ll find your state-localized choices; these are
selected by CDC’ CDC partners –

Help – here are their help tools –

There are two features from CDC Train that users enter through the
CDC Learning Connection homepage. This is Quick-Learn Lessons –

This is Training Resources and consists entirely of many links within
CDC, CDC partners, and other federal agencies –

Here are the CDC Partners -

Here are the “Other federal agencies” –

CDC issues a monthly newsletter; sign up for it on the homepage, upper
right screen –

You’ll find the archive of this newsletter from 2016 forward on the
homepage, lower right screen -
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